Contribution of structural order-disorder to the green photoluminescence of PbWO₄
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An intense and broadband visible photoluminescence (PL) band was observed at room temperature in structurally disordered PbWO₄ thin films. The scheelite lead tungstate (PbWO₄) films prepared by the polymeric precursor method and annealed at different temperatures were structurally characterized by means of X-ray diffraction and atomic force microscopy analysis. Quantum-mechanical calculations showed that the local disorder of the network modifier (Pb) has a very important role in the charge transfer involved in the PL emission. The experimental and theoretical results are in good agreement, both indicating that the generation of the intense visible PL band is related to simultaneous structural order and disorder in the scheelite PbWO₄ lattice.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is an increasing demand for light-emitting devices for displays and communication. In many optoelectronic devices, noncrystalline semiconductors can replace crystalline ones, mainly when they present better optical properties.

Numerous investigations of the PL property of scheelite lead tungstate [PbWO₄ (PWO)] crystals have been carried out for several decades.1−15 In particular, the undoped PWO crystal has attracted much interest because of plans to use it as a scintillation detector at the Large Hadron Collider in CERN.14,20,21,16−19

Nevertheless, the understanding of PWO spectral behavior is still debated and some problems are left unsolved.20−23 For example, numerous experimental works directed at identifying several types of defects and their spectral roles in PWO have recently been published.24−29

Particularly, there are discussions30,31 over the contribution of color centers to the photoluminescence (PL) emission band, mainly to the green emission band. Groenink and Blasse2 and Korzhik’s group32,33 concluded that the green emission originated from the (WO₄ + F) center in undoped PWO crystal, where F is an electron bound to a negative ion vacancy. Sokolenko et al.34 attributed the green-red emission to (WO₃ + V_g) oxygen-deficient complexes, and Sinelnikov et al.35 suggest that the WO₄ tetrahedra distorted upon the formation of oxygen vacancies V_g are responsible for the green luminescence band. On the other hand, Shi and co-workers30,31,36 suggest the (WO₄ + O_g) center as the green luminescence center, while Huang et al.37 conclude that the interstitial oxygen O_g enhances the green luminescence. These different interpretations are supported by distinct synthesis conditions and methods so that they are not contradictory but rather complementary.

Although there have been numerous studies on the PWO material, the literature has not yet reported on the PL property in noncrystalline (structurally disordered) PWO.

In this paper, we present measurements of an intense and broadband PL band at room temperature in structurally disordered PWO thin films that have undergone insufficient thermal annealing to reach crystallization. These thin films were prepared by means of polymeric precursor method.38−41

This process offers advantages over several synthesis techniques such as low cost, good compositional homogeneity, high purity, low processing temperatures, and the ability to coat large substrate areas. The origin of the intense and broad PL band in PWO compound containing simultaneous structural order and disorder (order-disorder) in its lattice is investigated in terms of electronic structure calculations realized in the framework of ab initio periodic quantum-mechanical techniques. The aim of our synergistic strategy between experimental and theoretical results is not to explain all the possible PL mechanisms that occur during the phonon excitation and decay processes, as many valid hypotheses already exist in the literature, but to discuss the role of structural order-disorder in the PL mechanism and why it provides favorable conditions for the generation of an intense and broad band.

The layout of the paper is as follows: In Sec. II, the experimental methods of the PWO preparation are described, together with spectral measurement techniques. Section III presents the computational details, while Sec. IV gives the crystal structure and periodic models used in the calculations. In Sec. V, the results are discussed, attempting to explain that the PL emission depends from the structural order-disorder degree in the PWO lattice. Finally, Sec. VI resumes the main lines of our hypothesis on the origin of the strong PL at room temperature in PWO thin films.

II. EXPERIMENT

The flowchart of the PWO synthesis used in this study is outlined in Fig. 1. Tungsten citrate was formed by dissolu-
The PWO thin films were structurally characterized by x-ray diffraction (XRD) using Cu Kα radiation source. The diffraction patterns were recorded on a Siemens D5000 machine in a θ-2θ configuration using a graphite monochromator. The spectral dependence of optical absorbance for the crystalline and disordered PWO thin films was measured in the transmission mode from 200 to 800 nm using a Cary 5G spectrophotometer. The PL spectra of the PWO thin films were recorded with a U1000 Jobin-Yvon double monochromator coupled to a cooled GaAs photomultiplier and a conventional photon counting system. The 488 nm excitation wavelength of an argon-ion laser was used, with the laser’s maximum output power kept at 60 mW. A cylindrical lens was used to prevent the sample from overheating. The slit width used was 100 μm. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to obtain a three-dimensional image reconstruction of the sample surface. The image allows an accurate analysis of the sample surface and quantification of highly relevant parameters such as roughness and grain diameter. A Digital Instruments MultiMode Nanoscope IIIa was used. All measurements were taken at room temperature.

III. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

Calculations were carried out with the CRYSTAL03 package within the framework of the density-functional theory using the gradient-corrected correlation functional by Lee, Yang, and Parr combined with the Becke3 exchange functional (B3LYP) that was demonstrated by Hu and Chong to be suitable for calculating structural parameters and band structures for a wide variety of solid-state compounds. The atomic centers have been described by pseudo-potential basis sets Durand-21G for Pb and W, respectively. The oxygen atom is described by all electron basis set 6-31G* for Pb and W, respectively. The k-point sampling was chosen to be 36 points within the irreducible part of the Brillouin zone. The basis sets are taken from Ref. 46. The k-point sampling was chosen to be 36 points within the irreducible part of the Brillouin zone. The program OPTIM (Ref. 47) was used to optimize the a and c cell parameters. OPTIM is a general optimization tool that minimizes a chosen function that in this case is the computed total energy. The initial values of the cell parameters and oxygen fractional atomic positions (x, y, and z) in the optimization process were obtained from experimental data.

The XCRYSDEN (Ref. 50) program was used as a graphical tool for plotting the band-structure diagrams.

IV. CRYSTAL STRUCTURE AND PERIODIC MODELS

The scheelite PWO crystallizes in a tetragonal structure, with space group I41/a. Tungsten atoms are surrounded by four oxygen atoms in a tetrahedral configuration, and lead atoms are surrounded by eight oxygen atoms in a pseudocubic configuration. The experimental and optimized values of the cell parameters and oxygen fractional atomic positions are presented in Table I. The fractional atomic positions of Pb and W atoms are (0, 1/4, 5/8) and (0, 1/4, 1/8), respectively.

For computational simplification, the CRYSTAL03 code works in the primitive unit cell rather than in the conven-
TABLE I. Cell parameters and oxygen fractional atomic positions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>a (Å)</th>
<th>c (Å)</th>
<th>x</th>
<th>y</th>
<th>z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expt.</td>
<td>5.456(2)</td>
<td>12.020(2)</td>
<td>0.25(2)</td>
<td>0.13(2)</td>
<td>0.075(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expt.</td>
<td>5.31929</td>
<td>11.89434</td>
<td>0.22937</td>
<td>0.10342</td>
<td>0.04316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calc.</td>
<td>5.456(2)</td>
<td>12.020(2)</td>
<td>0.25(2)</td>
<td>0.13(2)</td>
<td>0.075(2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[a\text{Reference 48.}\]
\[b\text{Reference 49.}\]

...moving the symmetry of the unit cell, which is useful for the periodic calculations. We are aware that they do not represent the exact structures of order-disordered PWO lattice. We are focusing on the effect of periodic local structural deformation among the numerous possible irregularities. This strategy of models with the coexistence of different types of environments around the network former has already been successfully employed in studying the PL emission in order-disordered structures of scheelite tungstates\cite{51,52,53} and of perovskite titanates.\cite{54,55,56,57} In the case of the perovskite titanates, the cationic environments had fivefold $MO_6$ ($M$=Ti,Zr) and sixfold $MO_6$ coordinations. In the present paper, we introduce one more deformation around the network modifier, and we observe that the effect on the electronic structure is decisive for the PL mechanism, whereas the existing hypothesis focuses on the network former.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Structural analysis

Figure 3 presents the x-ray diffraction patterns, recorded at room temperature, of PWO thin films heat treated at 200, 300, 400, and 500 °C for 4 h in air atmosphere. A diffuse pattern is observed for the sample treated at 200°C, indicating the formation of a highly disordered inorganic structure after the pyrolysis process. The sample treated at 300°C, similar to the sample treated at 200 °C, still does not present any diffraction peak. Some broad diffraction peaks of the scheelite phase are already visible for the sample heat treated at 400 °C, indicating that in these conditions of annealing, structural order-disorder is present in the lattice. The diffraction peaks are more visible and well defined for the film treated at 500 °C.

No additional nor intermediate phases were detected in the PWO thin films, suggesting a direct crystallization process from the highly disordered structure (heat treated up to 200 °C) to crystalline phase (heat treated up to 500 °C) by thermal treatment. All diffraction peaks are ascribed to the scheelite tetragonal structure (space group $I4_1/a$, $C_{4h}$ symmetry), matching with the pattern in Ref. 71.

The Cross section of the film layers revealed a uniform microstructure throughout the film thickness of about 300 nm.

Figure 4 presents the images of surface morphology of the PWO thin films from AFM measurements. The samples heat
treated at 200 and 300 °C present a homogeneous surface morphology with very low roughness. There was no evidence of a granular structure, as seen in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b).

Table II presents the evolution of the roughness and of the average grain diameter of the PWO samples measured by means of AFM analysis. Such analysis indicates that the PWO thin film heat treated at 400 °C has a homogeneous nucleation leading to a grain diameter distribution of approximately 50–60 nm. The image in Fig. 4(c) evidences an increase in roughness, indicating the ordering in the structure. The surface morphology of the film treated at 500 °C changes dramatically, indicating a high degree of structural order in the lattice. The coalescence of nuclei occurs for the samples treated at 400 and 500 °C with the formation of granular structures, resulting in a significant increase in roughness as presented in Table II and observed in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). This result is in agreement with the XRD measurement of PWO thin film heat treated at 500 °C in which a high structural order degree can be observed.

B. Band-gap measurements and calculations

The absorbance spectra of the PWO thin films annealed at 300, 400, and 500 °C are presented in Fig. 5. The values of the gap energies can be obtained by means of the method of Wood and Tauc.60 The gap energies of the PWO thin films treated at 500, 400, and 300 °C are 4.5, 4.4, and 4.1 eV, respectively. This decrease of the gap energy value was associated by Wood and Tauc with the existence of localized states in the band gap due to structural defects. This behavior indicates that the density of localized states in the band gap of the film heat treated at 300 °C is greater than those of the corresponding films heat treated at 400 and 500 °C due to the higher structural disorder in the film treated at 300 °C.

Band dispersions for the PWO-c, PWO-p, and PWO-pw models are plotted along five symmetry directions within the primitive body-centered-tetragonal Brillouin zone61 (Fig. 6), as presented in Fig. 7.

Figure 7(a) features the calculated band structure for the PWO-c model. The top of the valence band (VB) is located on the \( \Delta \) direction, between \( X \) and \( \Gamma \) point. The bottom of the conduction band (VB) is on the \( \Sigma \) segment. The crystalline PWO thus present an indirect band gap between \( \Delta \) and \( \Sigma \), as already observed by Zhang et al. who have investigated in detail the electronic band structures of the crystalline scheelites \( \text{PbWO}_4 \), \( \text{PbMoO}_4 \) \( \text{CaWO}_4 \), and \( \text{CaMoO}_4 \), by means of calculations performed with the linearized-

---

**Table II. Roughness and average grain diameter evolution with the structural ordering of the PWO thin films.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annealing temperatures (°C)</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>300</th>
<th>400</th>
<th>500</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roughness (nm)</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>9.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average grain diameter (nm)</td>
<td>50–60</td>
<td>260–270</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**FIG. 3.** XRD patterns measured at room temperature for the PWO thin films heat treated at (a) 200, (b) 300, (c) 400, and (d) 500 °C for 4 h in air atmosphere.

**FIG. 4.** AFM images measured at room temperature for the PWO thin films heat treated at (a) 200, (b) 300, (c) 400, and (d) 500 °C.

**FIG. 5.** Spectral dependence of the absorbance at room temperature for the PWO thin films heat treated at (a) 300, (b) 400, and (c) 500 °C.
CONTRIBUTION OF STRUCTURAL ORDER-DISORDER TO THE INDIRECT GAP ENERGY OF PWO AND OUR METHOD LEADS TO AN AUGMENTED PLANE-WAVE TECHNIQUE. THEY CALCULATED AN INDIRECT GAP ENERGY OF 2.96 eV FOR PWO AND THEIR METHOD LEADS TO AN AUGMENTED PLANE-WAVE TECHNIQUE. 45

In Fig. 7(a), for the periodic model PWO-p in which only the network modifier Pb was displaced, the top of the VB and the bottom of the CB are also located on the Δ and Σ directions, respectively. The degeneracy existing for the PWO-c model between P and X is broken in this case for both the VB and the CB. This is due to the symmetry perturbation linked to the displacement of Pb atom. As for the band structure of the PWO-c crystalline model [Fig. 7(a)], there are two crossing points in the CB around the Π point and one crossing point in the Γ → N direction. In the VB, the crossings are avoided. The most energetic band of the VB jumps much more into the band gap than that of the crystalline model (PWO-c). Its band gap of 4.12 eV is very close to the one calculated for the PWO-c model.

In Fig. 7(c), the PWO-pw model also presents an indirect band gap, but with the top of the VB and the bottom of the CB located in the Q direction along the N → P line and at the N point, respectively. The band structure of the PWO-pw model does not present any crossing point in the considered energy range; the symmetry has been deeply perturbed by the Pb and W displacements. There is also a bigger jump of the most energetic band of the VB in the band gap. This fact shows that the displacement of the tungsten modifies the PWO electronic structure, as expected, because it is well known that the details of the band structure in a solid are mainly determined by the potential within the unit cell rather than by the long-range periodicity. It is interesting to observe the shape of the highest occupied band. This band and the one immediately beneath are of 2p (O) character and depend on the W–O bond. A displacement of W alters the overlap between 2p (O) and 5d (W) crystal orbitals, i.e., it modifies the way the corresponding bands run. The indirect band gap of the PWO-pw model is calculated to be 3.93 eV, smaller than the band gap of the PWO-p model. The gap energies of the PWO-p and PWO-pw models diminish due to the jump of the upper levels of VB above the highest band of VB in the PWO-c electronic structure. These levels located in the band gap are linked to the structural disorder degree introduced by the displacements of the Pb and W atoms, and were already suggested by the absorbance measurements presented on Fig. 5, where the structurally order-disordered PWO thin films (treated at 300 and 400 °C) presented smaller gap energies than the gap energy of the crystalline thin film (treated at 500 °C).

To investigate the dominant characters in the bands surrounding the band gap, Fig. 8 schematically illustrates the energy levels for the three proposed models. A coefficient square modulus of 0.15 has been chosen as threshold for selecting the main orbital contributions. The energy levels are representative of bands at the VB top and CB bottom points for each respective model. In this way, the VB levels for the PWO-c and PWO-p models are taken at the highest Δ point and at the highest Q point for the PWO-pw model. The CB levels for the PWO-c and PWO-p models are taken at the lowest Σ point and at the N point for the PWO-pw model.

For the PWO-c crystalline model [Fig. 8(a)], the upper VB is mainly formed by 2p and 6s orbitals of the oxygen and lead atoms, respectively. The 2p (2pz, 2py, 2px) orbitals equivalently originate from each oxygen atom, and the 6s orbital from the lead atoms. The 6s states of the Pb atoms contribute very little to the upper VB compared to the contributions of 2p (O) states. The lower levels of the CB are dominated by 5dz2 (W), 5dx2-y2 (W), 6p (6px, 6py, 6pz) orbitals.
(Pb), and 2p (O) contributions, while the upper CB is dominated only by e-like (5d\(_{x^2-y^2}\), 5d\(_{z^2}\)) (W) contributions. The e-like (W) states equivalently originate from every tungsten atom. This splitting of the 5d (W) orbitals corresponds to the regular tetrahedral environment of the tungsten in the scheelite structure. The tetrahedra are regular but the splitting is not the classical e\(_{-t_2}\) because they are not aligned along the z axis like in the T\(_d\) group. Although this representation is taken at a particular direction, it is in accordance with the partial densities of states for crystalline PbWO\(_4\) presented in Refs. 62 and 63.

For the PWO-p model, [Fig. 8(b)], the upper VB is dominated by the 2p orbitals of the oxygen atoms and by the 6s and 6p orbitals of the Pb atoms. The 6p and 5d (5d\(_{x^2-y^2}\), 5d\(_{z^2}\), 5d\(_{x^2-y^2}\), 5d\(_{x^2}\), 5d\(_{xy}\)) orbitals of the W atoms also contribute to the upper VB due to the electronic perturbation enhanced by the displacement of the lead atom in each unit cell. The 2p (O), 6p (W) 5d (W), 6s (Pb), and 6p (Pb) states slightly rise from the VB above the band gap corresponding to the PWO-c model. These states located in the band gap can be called localized states. The bottom of the CB is dominated by e-like (W) and 2p (O) contributions. In this case, the 5d (W) states also contribute to the upper VB as if the hybridization between O and W states were reinforced by the displacement of the Pb atom.

For the PWO-pw model [Fig. 8(c)], the upper VB is dominated by the 2p (O), 6p (W), 5d (W), 6s (Pb), and 6p (Pb) states and the bottom of the CB is dominated by e-like (W) and by 2p (O) states. These observations are similar to those in the PWO-p model in the considered energy range, but the state destabilization is stronger due to the increase in the degree of structural disorder in the lattice and the breaking of one W–O covalent bond controlling the frontier bands. The consequence is a bigger reduction of the gap energy by localized states.

At this stage, it has to be noted that Abraham et al. also presented density-functional theory calculations of irregular PbWO\(_4\), but their results are difficult to compare with ours because they created oxygen vacancies in a supercell while we only displaced some atoms, keeping their total number constant.

### C. Photoluminescence measurements and interpretation

Figure 9 illustrates the PL spectra recorded at room temperature for the PWO thin films heat treated at 200, 300, 400, and 500 °C. They were excited by the 488 nm (\(\approx 2.54\) eV) line of an argon-ion laser. They emit in the visible spectra region. The PL emission bands are broad and intense, mainly for the order-disordered thin films annealed at 300 and 400 °C. These broad bands are typical of a multiphonon process, i.e., a system in which relaxation occurs by various paths, involving the participation of numerous states. The

![Figure 9](https://example.com/figure9.png)

**FIG. 9.** Photoluminescence spectra at room temperature of the PWO thin films heat treated at (a) 200, (b) 300, (c) 400, and (d) 500 °C.
crystalline thin film heat treated at 500 °C almost does not present PL emission. The most intense PL emission is obtained for the structure that is neither highly disordered (heat treated at 200 °C) nor highly ordered (heat treated at 500 °C), i.e., for the film treated at 400 °C. This indicates that the PL intensity is linked to the structural order-disorder degree in the lattice.

The emission bands can be decomposed into two components, two broad bands, one with peak maximum in the range 520–562 nm (green), and another band with peak maximum in the range 589–649 nm (red), as presented in Fig. 9. The green band area represents 23%, 29%, and 31% of the experimental PL band area for the thin films treated at 200, 300, and 400 °C, respectively, as shown in Table III. The intensity of the PL emission increases about 2.5 times for the sample treated at 200 °C compared to the other treated at 300 °C, increasing the green band area from 23% to 29% and decreasing the red band area from 76% to 70%. The PWO sample treated at 400 °C presents the most intense PL band emission. For this sample, the green band area increases to 31% while the red band area decreases to 67%. The decrease of the red emission fraction due the structural disorder has also been recently observed for perovskite titanates\textsuperscript{54,64} (CaTiO\textsubscript{3}:Sm, PbZr\textsubscript{0.53}Ti\textsubscript{0.47}O\textsubscript{3}) and for scheelite tungstates\textsuperscript{52,53} (SrWO\textsubscript{4}, CaWO\textsubscript{4}).

The DRX diagrams, the AFM analysis, and the decompositions of the PL emission bands indicate that the red fraction of the emission band is related to the high structural disorder degree in the PWO lattice, because the smaller the heat treatment temperature (the greater the disorder degree), the greater the red emission fraction. The components of the PL emission band are probably linked to specific atomic arrangements.

Table IV presents the net charges of each individual cluster of the three periodic models and their respective gap energies. The charge analysis has been made following the Mulliken distribution, which is sufficient for our qualitative purpose. The Pb2O\textsubscript{6} cluster is formed by a lead atom (labeled Pb2 in Fig. 2) and only six oxygen atoms due to the displacement of the Pb2 in the direction opposite to the oxygen atom labeled O2. The W2O\textsubscript{3} cluster is formed by a tungsten atom labeled W2 and only three-oxygen atoms due the displacement of the W2 in the opposite direction to the oxygen atom labeled O1. The Pb1O\textsubscript{8}, Pb2O\textsubscript{8}, W\textsubscript{1}O\textsubscript{4}, and W2O\textsubscript{4} clusters are regular clusters as illustrated in Fig. 2.

For the PWO-p model, the charge of the cluster around the displaced Pb2 atom (Pb2O\textsubscript{6} cluster) is positively increased by a local charge gain $\delta_p = +0.74 \ |e|$, and a great local hole is induced by the loss of connection with two oxygen anions, compensated by electron gains on the other clusters belonging to the unit cell.

For the PWO-pw model, the charge of the W2O\textsubscript{3} cluster is positively increased by a local charge gain $\delta_{pw} = +0.23 \ |e|$ and the W1O\textsubscript{4} cluster has a negative local charge gain $\delta_{pw} = -0.20 \ |e|$. The charge in cluster of the Pb2 (Pb2O\textsubscript{6}) is positively increased by a local charge gain $\delta_{pw} = +0.53 \ |e|$. This

### TABLE III. PL green fraction evolution with the structural order degree in PWO thin films. GA, RA, EA, and FA are areas of the green decomposed band, red decomposed band, experimental band and fitted band (experimental band fit), respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>Peak 1 (nm)</th>
<th>Peak 2 (nm)</th>
<th>GA/EA</th>
<th>RA/EA</th>
<th>GA/FA</th>
<th>RA/FA</th>
<th>FA/EA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample annealed at 200 °C</td>
<td>562</td>
<td>638</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample annealed at 300 °C</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>649</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample annealed at 400 °C</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample annealed at 500 °C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE IV. Mulliken charges of clusters and indirect gap energies of the PWO periodic models.

| Charges of the PWO-c clusters $|e|$ | Charges of the PWO-p clusters $|e|$ | Charges of the PWO-pw clusters $|e|$ |
|-----------------------------------|-----------------------------------|-----------------------------------|
| Pb1O\textsubscript{8}: −1.91      | Pb1O\textsubscript{8}: −2.27      | Pb1O\textsubscript{8}: −2.47      |
| Pb2O\textsubscript{6}: −1.91      | Pb2O\textsubscript{6}: −1.17      | Pb2O\textsubscript{6}: −1.38      |
| W1O\textsubscript{4}: 1.91        | W1O\textsubscript{4}: 1.72        | W1O\textsubscript{4}: 1.71        |
| W2O\textsubscript{4}: 1.91        | W2O\textsubscript{4}: 1.72        | W2O\textsubscript{4}: 2.14        |
| Local charge gains $\delta_p$ of the PWO-c clusters $|e|$ | Local charge gains $\delta_p$ of the PWO-p clusters $|e|$ | Local charge gains $\delta_{pw}$ of the PWO-pw clusters $|e|$ |
| Pb1O\textsubscript{8}: 0.00       | Pb1O\textsubscript{8}: −0.36      | Pb1O\textsubscript{8}: −0.56      |
| Pb2O\textsubscript{6}: 0.00       | Pb2O\textsubscript{6}: +0.74      | Pb2O\textsubscript{6}: +0.53      |
| W1O\textsubscript{4}: 0.00        | W1O\textsubscript{4}: −0.19       | W1O\textsubscript{4}: −0.20       |
| W2O\textsubscript{4}: 0.00        | W2O\textsubscript{4}: −0.19       | W2O\textsubscript{4}: +0.23       |
| Gap energy=4.19 eV                | Gap energy=4.12 eV                | Gap energy=3.93 eV                |

165105-7
The charge gain of the Pb$\text{O}_8$ cluster is smaller than the charge gain of the Pb$\text{O}_8$ cluster in the model PWO-p, because the displacement of W$\text{O}_4$ tungsten atom induces a charge compensation. These results point out that the local hole is greater in the case of one local deformation than in the case of two local deformations in each unit cell due to the charge compensations by other adjacent clusters. This behavior indicates that the structures containing a lesser degree of structural disorder have greater local holes and consequently are more favorable for the intense PL emission, because great local holes are more favorable to electron transfers when submitted to photon excitation.

The structural transformations occurring from disordered to ordered phases start from the early stage of the polyestereification of the citrate solution containing the tungsten and lead ions. The crystallization process occurs by heat treatment. The tungsten atom tends ideally to bond with four oxygen atoms (WO$_4$), and the lead atom tends ideally to bond with eight oxygen atoms (PbO$_8$ pseudocubic configuration). The tungsten, which is the lattice former, organizes sooner than the lead. In the structure just before the complete crystallization there exist various coordination environments for the Pb while the tungsten clusters are already regular. The PWO structure annealed at 400 °C, just before complete crystallization, presented a favorable condition for the most intense PL emission. When the crystallization is reached, only WO$_4$ and PbO$_8$ regular clusters exist and the PL vanishes, showing that a complete order is not suitable for intense visible PL emission at room temperature.

The visible PL spectra show that the highly disordered and highly ordered structures are not favorable for an intense PL emission. It should be underlined that the excitation energy used is smaller than that corresponding to the 420 nm blue emission frequently attributed in the literature to the WO$_4$ regular tungstate group, and for this reason cannot be observed.

The quantum-mechanical theoretical and absorbance spectra analyses point out that the apparition of localized states in the band gap of order-disordered PWO structures and the increase of the structural disorder degree diminish the gap energy, as seen in Table IV and Fig. 5. The structural disorder can favor PL emission with excitation energy...
smaller than the crystalline gap energy. But this sole effect is insufficient for enhancing the intense visible PL at room temperature, as can be seen in the more disordered sample (treated at 200 °C) which presents a smaller PL intensity than the other order-disordered samples (treated at 300 and 400 °C). The experimental gap energies of the PWO thin films containing structural order-disorder are higher than the excitation energy used for collecting the PL spectra (2.54 eV, 488 nm); such observation confirms the fact pointed out by Montoncello et al.\textsuperscript{66} that PL often highlights features that absorption measurements would rarely define as the properties of the energy levels lying within the band gap of a material.

The charge gradient (polarization) and the presence of the localized states provide very good conditions for the trapping of electrons and holes, which can allow PL radiative recombination in the structurally order-disordered compounds. As explained by Blasse and Grabmaier,\textsuperscript{3} the PL arises from a radiative return to the ground state, a phenomenon that is enhanced by the presence of charge trapping at room temperature. Blasse and Grabmaier indeed showed the PL behavior of perovskite-type oxides at low temperature (45 K), where less energy is lost for the vibration of the lattice so that the radiative recombination is encouraged. At room temperature, however, if no charge trapping promotes the radiative recombination, the energy is used for the lattice vibrations.

Figure 10 compares some models exposed by different authors to explain their views on the PL emission. We compare them before the photon excitation process with the PWO-p model for illustrating that the structural order-disorder is a favorable condition to PL emission. It has to be emphasized that other authors have proposed PL mechanism models frequently dealing with low-temperature measurements and have barely discussed the conditions prior to excitation. In the present study, the synergistic analysis of experimental and theoretical results shows that the keys to an efficient photoluminescence emission at room temperature are defined before excitation.

The model proposed by Blasse and co-workers\textsuperscript{3,67,68} is based on a charge transfer from the atom having its main contribution in the VB to the atom forming the CB. The different steps of the process are depicted in Fig. 10(a).

Korzhik et al.\textsuperscript{7} have assumed that localized states linked to local defects such as oxygen vacancies exist in the band gap for the undoped crystalline PWO compound. During the excitation and radiative decay processes, those levels are used as intermediary steps [Fig. 10(b)] and some of them contribute to the green PL emission. In the model presented by Leonelli and Brebner\textsuperscript{69} some of the electrons are promoted to the CB by absorption of photon from small polarons. The polarons interact with holes of the defect levels (crystal defect or impurity levels) in the crystal forming self-trapped excitons (STEs) that contribute to the visible PL emission [Fig. 10(c)]. The STE can also form in an ideal (nondefective) crystal when an excited electron and hole can lower their energy by creating a localized defect in the lattice; this is an example of spontaneous symmetry breaking.\textsuperscript{70}

Our order-disordered model, in particular, the PWO-p model, is presented at last. The most important events happen before excitation. The structural order-disorder generates localized states and inhomogeneous charge distribution in the cell, thus allowing the trapping of electrons and holes. Those localized levels are energetically distributed, so that various energies are able to excite the trapped electrons. The radiative decay must occur through the same pathway, leading to a wide band emission.

\section*{VI. CONCLUSIONS}

The increase of structural ordering of the PWO thin films by annealing from 200 to 500 °C was identified by means of XRD, absorbance spectra, and AFM measurements.

The PL emission in crystalline PWO was practically absent. For the sample containing the highest structural disorder, the intense PL emission is also not favored. The intense and broad PL emissions were evidenced in PWO thin films containing simultaneously order and disorder in the structure. The broad PL bands present green and red emissions. The experimental results also show that the red PL emission is associated with high structural disorder and the green PL emission is associated with smaller structural disorder degree in the PWO lattice. The most intense PL emission was favorable to PWO structure annealed at temperature just before to the crystallization temperature.

The theoretical calculations indicate that locally disordered Pb clusters are more favorable for the PL effect due to great local electronic holes induced by smaller distortions in the lattice, favoring electron transfers when submitted to photon excitation. The experimental and theoretical results indicate that green PL emission is related to locally disordered Pb atoms.
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